Institutional Research, Reporting, and Assessment Knowledgebase

Welcome!

This knowledgebase is intended to capture best practices, address common problems, and serve as a collaboration space. Please help enhance the IRRA Knowledgebase by contributing articles or improving existing content.

Frequently asked questions

Q: Does the IR Knowledge base have firm rules?
A: No. Not at the current time.

Q: If I'm an editor, can I edit anything I want?
A: Yes. Additionally, please be respectful of other editors, use a neutral point of view, and try not to make edits unless it will improve existing content.

Q: What restrictions, if any, exist on content that can be added to the knowledge base?
A: Please avoid adding confidential or sensitive student or employee data to the knowledge base, or anything that violates federal, state, or local laws. If using information from copyrighted material, please note the source.

Need more help?

• For help on using Confluence, please click the help icon in the upper-right hand corner that appears as a question mark in a circle.
• Additional videos on using Confluence may be found on the Confluence Demonstration Video page.

Other resources

• University of Maine - Office of Institutional Research
• University of Maine at Augusta - Office of Institutional Research and Planning
• University of Southern Maine - Office of Institutional Research
• UMS Data Book
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